FELIX'S LITTLE RED AND BLACK BOOK
IF YOU'RE NOT ANGRY THEN YOU'RE NOT PAYING ATTENTION.
EVEN MINOR STRUGGLES CAN BROADEN A PERSON'S HORIZONS AS TO WHAT IS POSSIBLE....
BECOME AN ANARCHIST...

...AND NEVER BE DISAPPOINTED BY A POLITICIAN AGAIN
How many voters does it take to change a light bulb?

None, because voting can't change anything!
I'M NOT LAZY I JUST DON'T LIKE MAKING PROFITS FOR CAPITALISTS...
WE DON'T NEED 'NICER' MANAGERS OF CAPITALISM...
...WE NEED A REVOLUTION
FORGET ABOUT THE RIGHT TO WORK

WE NEED TO DEMAND THE RIGHT TO BE LAZY

'LOAFING AROUND CAN BE AN ACT OF DISSENT AGAINST THE CEASELESS DEMANDS OF CAPITALISM'
WE ARE FREE TO DO WHAT WE WANT... AS LONG AS IT SUITS THE NEEDS OF THE SYSTEM
WHAT KIND OF SYSTEM SEES PEOPLE GOING HUNGRY WHEN SURROUNDED BY MASSIVE WEALTH?
We need to free ourselves...

From the life that capitalism imposes on us...

Where we are supposed to accept working to enrich someone else...

And to consume for the same reason.
THE POWER OF THE PEOPLE IS GREATER THAN THAT. OF THE PEOPLE IN POWER
How can anyone consider that freedom can be achieved within the state and by the state?

A state always means domination, and inevitably....

Oppression of the masses in the interests of a ruling minority.
READ ANARCHIST LITERATURE - ARM YOURSELF WITH MENTAL DYNAMITE
According to the U.N., the world produces enough food to provide every person with more than 2,700 calories per day...

This is more than the recommended amount for an average adult.

The material preconditions for the social revolution are in existence...so what are we waiting for?
STRIKES CAN GAIN IMPORTANT GAINS FOR WORKERS...

BUT THEY ARE SIMPLY CONCESSIONS FROM THE CAPITALIST.

THEY STILL CONTROL THE MEANS OF PRODUCTION.

IN ORDER FOR US TO OVERCOME CAPITALISM...

WE MUST NOT ONLY STRIKE, BUT ALSO TAKE OVER THE MEANS OF PRODUCTION

REVOLUTION IS THE ONLY SOLUTION
CAPITALISM IS THE INFERIOR IDEOLOGY
IF WE WANT CHANGE IS THERE REALLY ANY SERIOUS ALTERNATIVE TO REVOLUTION?
The idea that the media is there to inform us is ridiculous, its first purpose is to sell us stuff we don't need.
WE MUST LOVE AND SUPPORT EACH OTHER...OUR FREEDOM DEPENDS UPON IT...
EVERYTHING THE RICH HAVE THEY HAVE STOLEN
The person who has to bake a loaf to earn the money to buy a slice of bread is not free...
The rich don't get their wealth from hardwork and innovation - they get it from the exploitation of workers.